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Date: 13.07.2023                   Impact Based Weather Forecast   Time: 1400 IST 

THUNDERSTORM WITH LIGHTNING AND  VERY HEAVY RAINFALL WARNING FOR DISTRICTS OF 
ARUNACHAL PRADESH. 

Date Forecast & 
Warning  

Based Upon  
(0830 IST) 

Place Impact Expected Action Suggested 

13th  July  
0830 IST  

to  
14th  July 
0830 IST 

 
 
 
 

Thunderstorm 
with lightning 

and Very  Heavy 
rainfall is very 

likely at isolated 
places. 

 

SIANG, LOHIT, 
TIRAP& LONGDING. 

 Occasional reduction in visibility due 
to heavy rainfall. 

 Landslides/landslips may occur. 
 Temporary blockade of roads due to 

landslides/landslips. 
 Possibility of flash flood 
 Damage to kutcha roads due to very 

heavy rainfall. 
 Damage to roads due to landslides. 
 Possibilities of damage to vulnerable 

structure. 

 Avoid going to areas 
that face 
landslides/Land slips 
problem often. 

 Avoid staying in 
vulnerable structure. 

 Follow traffic 
advisories issued if 
any. 

 Be updated. 

   Very Heavy 
Rainfall very likely 
at isolated places 

UPPER SIANG, 
LOWER SIANG 

. भाव आधा रत मौसम पूवानुमान 

                                 अ णाचल देश के िजलो ंम िबजली के साथ तूफान और ब त भारी वषा की चेतावनी। 

 

तारीख पूवानुमान और 
चेतावनी 

पर आधा रत 
(0830 आईएसटी) 

थान भाव अपेि त कारवाई सुझाई गई 

13th  July  
0830 IST  

to  
14th  July 
0830 IST 

अलग-अलग थानो ंपर 
िबजली चमकने के 

साथ आंधी और ब त 
भारी वषा होने की 

संभावना है। 
 

SIANG, LOHIT, 
TIRAP& 

LONGDING. 

 भारी वषा के कारण ता म कभी-कभी 
कमी। 

 भू लन / लड प हो सकता है 
 भू लन/भू- लन के कारण सड़को ंकी 

अ थायी नाकेबंदी 
 ैश बाढ़ की संभावना 
 अितवृि  से क ी सड़को ंको नुकसान। 
 भू लन के कारण सड़को ंको नुकसान। 
 कमजोर संरचना को नुकसान की 

संभावनाएं। 

 उन े ो ंम जाने से 
बच जो अ र 
भू लन / भूिम पच  
की सम ा का सामना 
करते ह। 

 कमजोर संरचना म 
रहने से बच। 

 जारी िकए गए 
यातायात परामश  का 
पालन कर, यिद कोई 
हो! 

 अ तन िकया जाना | 

अलग-अलग थानो ंपर 
ब त भारी वषा होने 

की संभावना है। 
 

UPPER SIANG, 
LOWER SIANG 

 

Duty Meteorological Officer/ कत  मौसम िव ान अिधकारी 
For Head / मुख के िलए 

                              Meteorological Centre Itanagar / मौसम िव ान क  ईटानगर 
       ********************************************* 
For updated detailed weather forecast, kindly visit our website (https://mausam.imd.gov.in/itanagar/ )  Phone No. 0360-2266190; Email: Kindly 
download and use “Mausam” App for location specific forecast and warning, “Meghdoot” App for Agromet advisory, "Damini” App 
for Lightning warning. 
 



 



State:    ARUNACHAL PRADESH Date: July 13, 2023 MID-DAY

Day1 Day2 Day3 Day4 Day5

13 July 2023 14 July 2023 15 July 2023 16 July 2023 17 July 2023

TAWANG No Warning No Warning No Warning No Warning No Warning

WEST KAMENG

Thunderstorm with lightning  

and heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.

Thunderstorm with 

lightning  very likely at 

isolated places.

No Warning
Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning

EAST KAMENG
Thunderstorm with lightning  

very likely at isolated places.

Thunderstorm with 

lightning  and heavy rain 

very likely at isolated 

places.

No Warning
Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning

KURUNG KUMEY No Warning

Thunderstorm with 

lightning  very likely at 

isolated places.

No Warning No Warning No Warning

KRA DAADI
Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning

UPPER SUBANSIRI No Warning

Thunderstorm with 

lightning  and heavy rain 

very likely at isolated 

places.

No Warning No Warning No Warning

LOWER SUBANSIRI

Thunderstorm with lightning  

and heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.

No Warning No Warning
Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning

PAPUMPARE

Thunderstorm with lightning  

and heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.

No Warning No Warning
Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning

WEST SIANG

Thunderstorm with lightning  

and heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning No Warning No Warning

 SIANG

Thunderstorm with lightning 

and very Heavy  rainfall  very 

likely at isolated places.

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning

KAMLE No Warning No Warning No Warning
Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning

SHIYOMI
Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning No Warning

LEPA RADA No Warning No Warning No Warning No Warning No Warning

PAKKE KESANG

Thunderstorm with lightning  

and heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.

No Warning No Warning No Warning No Warning

District

Districtwise Weather Warning

WEST ARUNACHAL PRADESH

Meteorological Centre Itanagar, Arunachal Pradesh



UPPER SIANG
Very Heavy  Rainfall  very 

likely at isolated places.

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning

EAST SIANG
Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning No Warning

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning

LOWER SIANG
Very Heavy  Rainfall  very 

likely at isolated places.

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning

LOWER DIBANG 

VALLEY

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning No Warning

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning

 DIBANG VALLEY
Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning No Warning

ANJAW
Thunderstorm with lightning  

very likely at isolated places.

Thunderstorm with 

lightning  and heavy rain 

very likely at isolated 

places.

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning No Warning

LOHIT

Thunderstorm with lightning 

and very Heavy  rainfall  very 

likely at isolated places.

Thunderstorm with 

lightning  very likely at 

isolated places.

No Warning
Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning

NAMSAI
Thunderstorm with lightning  

very likely at isolated places.
No Warning

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning No Warning

CHANGLANG

Thunderstorm with lightning  

and heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.

Thunderstorm with 

lightning  very likely at 

isolated places.

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning No Warning

TIRAP

Thunderstorm with lightning 

and very Heavy  rainfall  very 

likely at isolated places.

Thunderstorm with 

lightning  and heavy rain 

very likely at isolated 

places.

Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning No Warning

LONGDING

Thunderstorm with lightning 

and very Heavy  rainfall  very 

likely at isolated places.

Thunderstorm with 

lightning  and heavy rain 

very likely at isolated 

places.

No Warning
Heavy rain very likely at 

isolated places.
No Warning

Probability of Occurrence(%)

<25

25-50

50-75

>75

EAST ARUNACHAL PRADESH

**The warning for any day is valid from 0830 hours IST of the day till 0830 hrs IST of the next day

Terms
WARNING

Probabilistic Forecast

WATCH (Be Updated) Very Likely

Kindly download and use "MAUSAM App" for location specific forecast and warning, "Meghdoot App" for Agromet advisory and 

"Damini App" for Lightning warning. 

No Warning (No Action) Most Likely

WARNING (Take Action) Unlikely

ALERT (Be prepared) Likely


